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WHAT IS DURABLE 
LEARNING?

• "A type of learning where the 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes 
learned is retained over an 
extended period of time beyond 
the initial acquisition."

• Requires a deep learning 
approach

(Halpern & Hakel, 2003; Digital Promise, n.d.)



WHY 
NOW?

•Competency-based education
•Promoting practice readiness

(AACN, 2021)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) EssentialsAssessment strategies  for competency-based are systematically sequenced with escalating complexity.Mapped mastery outcomes with additional mastery of previous competencies.Nurse Educators are tasked with developing teaching methods that facilitate transfer of knowledge and promote practice readiness.(AACN, 2021)To function effectively, nursing, and other health professions (HP) students must recall knowledge gained in the classroom and apply it to a clinical situation. Nurse educators are then tasked with the responsibility of selecting and employing effective teaching methods to facilitate this transfer of learning from class to clinic, otherwise known as durable learning (DL). 



OUR INTEREST 
IN DURABLE 
LEARNING

Great attention in medical education 
literature, little in nursing education

Goal: Develop a tool to evaluate DL in 
nursing education

(Mechtel, et al., in press)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In nursing education and overall no consistent measure of durable learning, multiple techniques were often used making effectiveness questionable. 



BUT FIRST, WHAT DO LEARNERS THINK?

• Objective: Understand student perceptions of learning

• Exploratory study design

• Participants: third- and fourth-year undergraduate nursing 
students and recent graduates

• Focus groups over Zoom led by investigator at “other” 
university

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IRB approval from both universitiesTotal number of participants 15 



RESULTS



STUDENT OVERALL EXPERIENCE

Overwhelmed Cramming for 
Exams

Learning How 
to Learn

Repetition 
and Practice

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Overwhelmed•“I think that the amount of content we're supposed to learn for nursing school is very overwhelming.” Cramming for Exams•“I think honestly, when I'm memorizing and learning stuff for exams, it doesn't stick long term.” Learning How to Learn•“And I think that as far as durable learning goes, it can be very heavily influenced by a multitude of experiences and not just what happened in the classroom. I think at least for me, those experiences were necessary to make my knowledge durable. “ Repetition and Practice•“The things that I remember most from nursing school are the things that we just repeated a lot and the things that we had a lot of hands-on practice with.” 



STUDENT-INITIATED EFFECTIVE 
TECHNIQUES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes




INSTRUCTOR 
INITIATED EFFECTIVE 

CLASSROOM 
TECHNIQUES

• Instructor emphasis

• Repetition

• Use of images

• Layering

• Structure

• Weekly low-stakes quizzing

• Case studies

• Chunking

• Practice

• Mnemonics

• Community

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Instructor emphasis—“Never push potassium. They drill that into our heads [because] you’ll kill the patient.”Repetition—“…repetition is key. Seeing those similar concepts throughout the semester, continuing to discuss then, not only after one lecture, but bringing them back and applying them in different case studies or different scenarios.” Use of images—“…it was drawn out for us and explained with a picture like the symptoms of left sided heart failure and symptoms also stick with me and it is something I won't forget.” Layering—“I retained a decent amount of organic chemistry as well, solely because when I was learning pharmacology, you learn about the different compounds and then you get a little bit deeper into their actual structure and then how that plays into treating a certain disease with just specific types of cancers. And like alkylating agents versus, you get the point…”Structure—“…it’s easiest…in the beginning of the semester, [for instructors to list] specific objectives to really identify what big takeaways we’re trying to get from all the content.” Weekly low-stakes Quizzing—[Some instructors give 4 high-stakes exams.] “One of the instructors broke it down and would give us quizzes every week. I feel like that really helped me because I was studying a lot as I went. Because I had to be prepared every single week to take some assessment. That helped me really learn everything and not just cram the day before and try to just memorize everything that I could, just so I could do well on the test. I feel like the information from that class sticks with me.”Case studies—“…just talking that through in class and just thinking out loud like that. …that just really helped me...” Also, “…that was a good way to apply [knowledge] and work through a patient scenario and put it all together with clinical manifestations. You would see interventions and then outcomes that you're looking for, I think that process was super helpful in retaining information.”Chunking—“…I honestly do think breaking it down into smaller, more manageable pieces helps not only retain but get a deeper understanding of the material as well.”Practice—“…a lot of the repetition and having the time to do that repetition either in class or on my own.”Mnemonics—“just have different silly mnemonics to help remember the condition if we need to know a certain medications, things like that”Community—“…there's so much medical knowledge that no one person can know everything.  Really just using the experts and trying to learn as much as you can from people who have that experience.”



INSTRUCTOR 
INITIATED EFFECTIVE 

CLINICAL 
TECHNIQUES

Concept Maps/Care Plans

Layering

Repetition

Note Cards

Demonstration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Concept Maps/Care Plans“critical thinking that we do in clinical with the care plan I think is useful because it teaches you how to critically think.”Layering “…having somebody with me explaining and also prompting me, really helped me to be like, okay, what do you think the next steps are going to be for this patient? Because then I actually sit there and use critical thinking and judgment.”Repetition“The repetition for each semester, like physical assessment, you still had to do that every clinical and just the repetition of make sure you do all three checks with the medications and all that stuff.”Note Cards“I think that note cards really help a lot because like when you see a drug and you're like, oh, I just learned about that, let me like, refresh my memory and look at this card.”Demonstration"[my clinical instructor] would come in and show me on the person, which was super, super helpful for me because I’m not a learner through slide shows as much. I needed a real person showing the actual skill, to demonstrate.” “Seeing them [clinical faculty] do it and then doing it yourself helps.”



INSTRUCTOR INITIATED: EFFECTIVE 
SIMULATION TECHNIQUES

Repetition of Skills Participation in Simulation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Repetition of Skills “I feel like the things that we went over repetitively in a skills lab or in a Sim lab, those are the things that I remember the most in lecture.”“I feel like having to do it [skills] again really helped me just kind of like cement in the steps and really learn the process of what I was supposed to be doing. And prepped me to do it in a real-life situation.” Participation in Simulation “So actually, participating in the Sim, like a lower group, really like help bring the information into your vision from the previous year.”  



STUDENT INITIATED—NOT 
EFFECTIVE

• Flashcards
• Cramming
• Rewriting Notes
• Talk Aloud
• Reading the 

Textbook
• Testing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Flashcards: “I had hundreds of flash cards…I felt like I had to memorize all of these different medications…but I felt like that type of learning didn't stick…”Cramming: "Days before, I'd cram and cram and cram and cram...Then the second that I saw that number above 75 or above…all of that stuff would just within the next few days, slowly melt out of my mind.”Rewriting Notes: “…rewriting my notes. So I would try to transfer the slideshow…And I feel like it was just a lot of unnecessary repetition…”Talk Aloud: “…talk to other people with what works for them would have been super helpful…”Reading the Textbook: “I won't go back to read textbook to study that information because…I'll go through and I can read the words, but it won't stick with me as well…Because I feel like I'm not critically thinking about that information….Testing: “…the solidification of knowledge comes from… well, I can tell you that it definitely doesn't come from testing…”



INSTRUCTOR 
INITIATED 

CLASSROOM—NOT 
EFFECTIVE

Memorizing

Lacks Clinical Application

Group Work

Faculty Non-Engagement

Busy Work

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clinical Application “…what was challenging about this was what you were learning in undergrad didn't always apply to what you were learning in the clinical setting. And it made the reinforcement of that learning harder…”Memorizing: “I would say maybe pharmacology…I have to look them up every day in practice…I feel like they emphasize you're supposed to know all of these meds and it's just not realistic in that sense. So you felt like you spent a lot of time memorizing those meds…You should just be taught here's the general but you're going to look this up every day. Push that into your brain.”   Group Work: “I don't like how some teachers don't have lectures, they just talk and don't have the PowerPoints” “I feel like I spent a lot of time on trying to figure out how to critically think as a nurse instead of being helped along that thinking process, because that is important in clinical. But just figuring out how to study for an exam doesn't help me if I'm able to answer a question, but I'm not able to think like a nurse.”Faculty Non-Engagement “[Some] professors care more about the class than some of them, it seemed like it was just a copy and paste from the textbook type thing.”Busy Work “busy work stuff has not been helpful for clinical practice…”



INSTRUCTOR INITIATED: 
SIMULATION/CLINICAL, NOT EFFECTIVE

• Clinical
oTherapeutic Communication
oCare Plans
oManual vs. Using Technology
oBusy Work

• Simulation
oLearning Assessment Center

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Instructor Initiated: Simulation – Not Effective Learning Assessment Center: “A lot of LAC [Learning Assessment Center] events felt like they were just check marks and it wasn't super applicable to when I was in my preceptorship.”Instructor Initiated: Clinical – Not Effective Therapeutic Communication : “I've never used them [therapeutic communication] in my clinicals too. Because when you're just working and you're dealing with patients, you're focused on so many other things. The last thing you're going to do is say one statement that you're supposed to say. Nurses don't do that either. And the instructors really, no one does it…Care Plans : “…care plans, just the nursing diagnosis. Not been a single time when I've ever had to come up with those. Even in clinical, like, there was never a time where one of whether it's the practicum or like the actual during class clinicals where the preceptor would say, hey, give me a diagnosis…” “I think with care plans, there was a big emphasis on them…writing them out in big long essays…But it's not like that. It's a lot more electronic and it's a lot more laid out and concise rather than that big long care plan that you do in those first two semesters…I feel like creating that care plan for that patient is a lot more individualized and it's not as book like in real life.” Manual vs. Using Technology : “learning how to do things manually. We spend a lot of time learning how to do a blood pressure manually… we have access to technology like the blood pressure cuffs, the automatic ones that just take it for us.” Busy Work : “The actual time spent doing the busy work, like on worksheets, I truly feel like I could have gathered the same amount of information really just talking through it with someone…I would have much rather just talked through it with somebody” 



NEXT
STEPS

• Focus groups of nursing 
faculty to understand 
their perceptions of 
student learning.

• Current teaching 
strategies.



Q U E S T I ONS ?

Contacts
Marci Mechtel—mechtelm@msu.edu
Paul Logan—plogan@psu.edu
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